In ultra-thin chalcopyrite solar cells and photovoltaic modules, efficient light management is required to increase the photocurrent and to gain in conversion efficiency. In this work we employ optical modelling to investigate different optical approaches and quantify their potential improvements in the short-circuit current density of Cu(In, Ga)Se2 (CIGS) devices. For structures with an ultra-thin (500 nm) CIGS absorber, we study the improvements related to the introduction of (i) highly reflective metal back reflectors, (ii) internal nano-textures applied to the substrate and (iii) external micro-textures by using a light management foil. In the analysis we use CIGS devices in a PV module configuration, thus, solar cell structure including encapsulation and front glass. A thin Al2O3 layer was considered in the structure at the rear side of CIGS for passivation and diffusion barrier for metal reflectors. We show that not any individual aforementioned approach is sufficient to compensate for the short circuit drop related to ultra-thin absorber, but a combination of a highly reflective back contact and textures (internal or external) is needed to obtain and also exceed the short-circuit current density of a thick (1800 nm) CIGS absorber.
Introduction
Among thin-film solar cell technologies, Cu(In, Ga)Se2 (CIGS) solar cells exhibit high conversion efficiencies, with a recent record of 23.35% on the cell level [1] and 19.2 % on PV module level [2] . Different approaches have been taken to increase efficiencies, such as optimized Ga grading in the CIGS absorber, application of different buffer layers (such as ZnS, Zn(O,S) or ZnSe), a combination of different post-deposition treatments (e.g. by potassium fluoride, by sodium fluoride etc.) and others [3] . The CIGS alloy is a direct semiconductor material, enabling high optical absorption which is beneficial for thin-film technology. Still, a thickness of the CIGS layer around 2 µm is used for sufficient absorption of long-wavelength light. In order to minimize the material consumption, especially the use of the scarce metals indium and gallium [4, 5] , to speed up the fabrication process and hence to lower the cost, further thinning down of CIGS absorber layer is important [6] [7] [8] [9] . Ultra-thin (thickness dCIGS < 500 nm) CIGS cells with graded absorber and efficiency over 15 % have already been demonstrated [10] . Two of the challenges related to the use of thin absorber layer are the pronounced impact of charge carrier surface recombination (affecting the voltage and fill factor of the device) and decreased photocurrent. To mitigate the effect of reduced voltage, efficient surface passivation has to be ensured. Thin passivation layers, such as Al2O3 have been applied to the rear CIGS/Mo interface [11] [12] [13] [14] . To compensate for reduced photocurrent, an additional treatment to increase light absorption in the thin absorber needs to be carried out. Different solutions have been reported to increase the short-circuit current density (Jsc), focusing on various aspects, from improving front transparent contacts [15] [16] [17] , using alternative window layers [18, 19] , implementing anti-reflecting structures [20] , inclusion of efficient back reflectors [21, 22] , introduction of textures and nano-particles to induce light scattering [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . A review on light management in thin CIGS is given in [29] .
In this paper, we employ optical simulations to determine the potential improvements in Jsc of CIGS devices with 500 nm thick absorber layer, related to the introduction of (i) highly reflective metal back reflectors, (ii) internal nano-textures and (iii) external micro-textures by applying a light management (LM) foil. In simulations with experimentally-calibrated optical models, we consider not only layers forming the solar cell structure, but also take into account encapsulation and front glass, as in final PV module realizations. The encapsulation changes optical conditions at the front side (light in-coupling), therefore, it is important to consider the complete, final device structure in the optimization process [23] . We investigate different metal materials in the role of back reflectors in simulations, namely copper (Cu), aluminum (Al) and silver (Ag). A thin Al2O3 layer is used on top of these metallic layers, assuming not only its function of passivation of the CIGS rear surface, but also serving as a sufficient diffusion barrier for metals, mitigating their diffusion in the CIGS layer during the evaporation process. We show that in thin devices, high optical reflection at the back reflector is not sufficient to reach the Jsc of the reference device with 1800 nm thick CIGS layer and Mo contact, but needs to be combined with other measures such as internal or external textures. This way we can reach and outperform the efficiency of standard thick devices with thinner ones.
Modelling
Modelling and simulations enable us to analyze, predict and optimize devices behavior prior to, or in parallel with, experimental work. Optical simulations of devices in this paper were carried out with models that have been verified and described in more detail in previous publications [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] , thus, here we only provide their brief descriptions. We will also explain the electrical assumptions that we consider for the determination of device external parameters, namely the external quantum efficiency (EQE) and Jsc from the results of optical simulations.
Simulation tools
Three different optical simulators have been used for analysis and optimization of thin CIGS devices. Firstly, one-dimensional semi-coherent semi-empirical simulator SunShine [30] [31] [32] is used for modelling of structures with flat interfaces. Light scattering at native nano-roughness of CIGS films can be included and modelled by scalar scattering theory [35, 36] . This model enables very fast simulations of structures comprising both, stack of thin layers presenting solar cell (considering coherent light propagation) and thick layers (incoherent light propagation) such as encapsulation and protection glass.
The second simulator we utilized is Comsol Multiphysics [37] where we implement a threedimensional model of the device. The simulator solves Maxwell equations by means of Finite Element Method (FEM) [38] . This method enables us to model realistic three-dimensional structures including the exact morphology of (periodically) nano-textured interfaces. However, FEM method has practical limitations on the size of the simulation domain (micrometers) and also considers only coherent propagation of light (thin coherent layers). To simulate the entire vertical structure of a PV module, including the thick incoherent glass-encapsulation stack, we make use of a previously developed method that enables the application of FEM on thick low absorbing incoherent layers [39] .
When introducing nano-textures to the substrate of the thin-film stacks, one has to consider realistic transfer of the texture throughout the multi-layer stack. A three-dimensional model of nonconformal layer growth [34, 40] was employed together with FEM simulations to consider the transfer of the nano-texture morphology from the rear side (substrate) to the front side of the CIGS device. This empirical model combines two growth principles: the direct conformal growth (i.e. growth in vertical direction) and the isotropic growth (i.e. growth in all directions). The ratio between the two growth mechanisms is defined by a factor g in the model, ranging from 0 (fully conformal growth) to 1 (fully isotropic growth). The values in between present linear combinations of the two principles of growths. The model has been applied to different thin-film materials [40] and was here calibrated for thin CIGS devices (see model calibration section).
Finally, for optical simulations of larger textures in the range of several µm to mm (e.g. the texture of the light management (LM) foil), a combined wave-optics / ray-tracing simulator CROWM was used [33] . Thin layers (e.g. cell structure) are simulated with transfer matrix method [41] in this case, whereas full three-dimensional ray tracing is performed in micro-textured thick incoherent layers (such as LM foil).
Using presented models, we can simulate wavelength-dependent reflectance and transmittance of the entire structures, determine absorptances of individual layers, charge-carrier distributions of generated charges and other internal quantities if needed. In all simulations we assume that lateral dimensions of the structures are larger than vertical ones, therefore edge effects are not taken into account.
To determine external solar cell parameters which are directly linked to optical behavior, i.e. EQE and Jsc, we consider the following simplifications: ideal extraction of charge carriers from the CIGS absorber (assuming efficient surface passivation [11] , in our case with a Al2O3 film) and neglecting the contribution of the generated carriers from the CdS layer [42] (which may affect only the shortwavelength part of EQE). Considering these assumptions, the EQE can be equalized with absorptance curve of the CIGS layer (we denote such obtained EQE as EQEopt). Applying the AM1.5g solar spectrum we calculated the Jsc from the EQEopt. For more accurate investigation of electrical properties, advanced electrical simulations are needed [43, 44] .
Calibration of models
Calibration of models to realistic properties of structures is important to carry out reliable simulations. In optical simulations, complex refractive indices of individual layers need to be known. In presented simulations, we use a set of realistic wavelength-dependent refractive indices, mostly obtained by ellipsometry measurements of films [42, 45] or measured data published in literature [46] . Selected data are presented in Figure 1 . These complex refractive indices were already used previously in experimental verification of models and show good correspondence to measured characteristics of CIGS solar cells [23] . 
Structures and textures
In our optical analysis, we considered the encapsulated solar cell structure, with front Ethyl Vinyl Acetate (EVA) encapsulation foil and protective glass, as in the PV module structure. Example of a three-sided pyramid micro-texture applied to LM foil on top of the front glass.
A schematic cross-section of the analyzed thin CIGS structure in PV module configuration is presented in Figure 3 (a). In this work, we considered the thickness of the CIGS absorber dCIGS = 500 nm (3.6-times thinner as in the case of the reference cell with dCIGS =1800 nm). Solar cell layers follow in the order (from substrate to the top): a soda lime glass (SLG) substrate (not shown in the schematics), an opaque Mo layer (~ 400 nm) serving as an electrical contact and a back reflector (BR) in the basic case, (optional) highly reflective BR and an Al2O3 passivation layer, CIGS absorber, CdS window layer, ZnO and ZnO:Al transparent conductive oxide contact, EVA and front glass encapsulation stack and (optional) LM foil. Besides passivation, the Al2O3 layer serves also as a protective layer to prevent uncontrolled diffusion of metals used as BRs into CIGS during deposition [28] . As Al2O3 is a non-conducting material, electrical contact can be provided by an array of holes -point contacts [11] [12] [13] [14] . Dimensions of these holes are expected to be sufficiently small (e.g. ~ 100 nm and pattern pitch ~ 2 µm) and are thus not considered in the present optical analysis. In case of direct evaporation of CIGS on Mo, we assumed in the optical simulations a formation of MoSe2 interfacial layer [47] , decreasing the reflectance of the Mo contact by ~ 20-25 % [48] . In simulations, EVA, glass and LM foil are considered as a single layer, assuming a sufficient matching in refractive indices of these layers. Selected simulations with decoupled encapsulation and LM foil stack revealed no changes in the trends observed for the joined stack.
Comparison of optical behavior between the solar cell and such PV module structure was carried out by optical simulations in [23] . In short, front encapsulation improves light in-coupling in the solar cell if sufficiently low absorbing encapsulation and protective glass are used. In PV module structure, the front cell-level ZnO:Al/air interface becomes a series of air/glass, glass/EVA, and EVA/ZnO:Al interfaces, which combined have much lower reflectance than single air/ZnO:Al interface in the basic solar cell structure. Therefore, the antireflection coating on top of ZnO:Al is not needed in PV module configuration. The ~ 4 % reflectance at front glass/air interface predominates in this case.
In this paper, we study optical improvements related to three concepts: (i) introduction of highly reflective BRs, (ii) internal nano-textures (in combinations with highly reflective BRs) and (iii) external micro-textures realized by means of an attached LM foil. The positions of the BR and LM foil are marked in Figure 3 (a) , whereas examples of introduced internal and the external LM textures are presented in Figure 3 (b) and (c), respectively.
We selected three shapes of internal nano-textures, which we introduced to the rear side of the device (Figure 3(b) ): a sine-like, u-like and negative u-like nano-texture. The investigated textures are periodic and two-dimensional (as indicated by the insert for the sine-like texture). The morphology of the textures is mathematically described by using the formula depicted in Figure 3, where by changing the factor w and the positive/negative sign in equation, we can define the textures. Applying w = 2 and positive sign, we obtain the sine-like, with w = 10 and positive sign the u-like and with w = 10 and negative sign the negative u-like texture.
We selected the three types of textures in our theoretical studies by considering the following. None of the textures has any abrupt changes in the morphology which may additionally worsen the electrical properties of thin layers fabricated on top of them. The sinusoidal texture is a natural smooth choice which can be generated on nanoscale on e.g. silicon or glass master by e-beam or other etching techniques [34] . The initial selected sine-like texture was in our studies changed with respect of its shape into the texture with broader valleys (resulting in u-like shape) or broader hills (negative u-like shape). A master with u-like textures can be fabricated by e.g. wet or dry etching of e.g. silicon, glass or by structuring TiO2 [49] . The negative u-like texture can be obtained as a negative replication of the u-like texture. In our solar cell structures the textures can be directly made by etching of SLG or by applying high-temperature resistant lacquer on SLG and using UV nanoimprint lithography for structuring [50, 51] . The usage of UV nanoimprint lithography also enables high through-output and low cost implementation of these structures in an industrial scale production.
Random nanotextures are often used in thin-film solar cells for light management due to its light scattering in a broader wavelength range [52] . However, it was demonstrated for example that the record thin-film micro-crystalline silicon based solar cell was obtained using a substrate with a periodic u-like texture [53] . Periodic textures offer a better control of the opening angles of the texture, which may be detrimental for electrical properties of devices [40] . If properly optimized in shape and size they can even result in a higher overall device performance compared to random textures.
In the presented simulations we varied besides the three different shapes of the internal periodic textures also lateral (period, P) and vertical (height, h) sizes of the textures. While the role of the highly reflective BR is to reflect the transmitted (long-wavelength) light back to the thin CIGS absorber, the purpose of the textures is to scatter (nano-textures) or refract (micro-textures) light, thus to change the angle of propagation and increase optical path and light trapping inside the cell (especially reflections from front interfaces back to CIGS due to higher incident angles may play an important role) [54] . Additionally, light in-coupling properties can be improved in case of textures present at the front side of the device.
The introduced internal nano-textures are transferred through thin layers to the front side of the thin-film stack, which is described in the simulated structure by the calibrated model of nonconformal layer growth. Indications on the interface morphology changes can be observed in Figure 3 (b) for all three types of the nano-textures for selected P = 800 nm and h = 300 nm.
Different P and h combinations of each type of nano-textures were included in the analysis. In simulations, the initial internal textures were introduced on top surface of the Mo layer.
For the external textures, we selected a micro-texture with the shape of three-sided pyramid, applied (e.g. via embossing) to the LM foil (made of lacquer or PDMS material). Such kind of textures showed good results in improving optical performances of other types of thin-film solar cells, such as thin-film silicon solar cells as well as organic and perovskite solar cells [54] [55] [56] [57] . A basic version of such a texture with 90° angle between the planes is known as a cornercube texture, with the aspect ratio AR = h / P = 0.71. Here different aspect ratios of the texture were simulated to find optimal shape of such kind of the texture for our investigated device. Due to larger dimensions of this LM foil texture (P = 9 µm), ray optics in combination with thin-film optics need to be used (CROWM simulator).
Results and discussion

Optical simulations of initial CIGS structure
Firstly, we simulated the initial CIGS (PV module) structure and identified optical losses. In this structure, we consider flat Mo back contact (no additional BR used). The effect of the front random native roughness of thin CIGS (root-mean-square roughness measured to be σrms = 40 nm) was also checked. 1-D optical simulator SunShine was used in these simulations. Selected simulation results are plotted in Figure 4 . EQEopt (ACIGS). The total reflection R at the top surface of the PV module (presented as 1-R) and absorption losses in the back contact are shown for the thin CIGS structure (dCIGS = 500 nm) and compared to the results obtained for the reference structure (dCIGS = 1800 nm). Thin CIGS structures were simulated with and without considering the native CIGS roughness, whereas the thick CIGS structure was simulated only with the native roughness of thicker CIGS film (σrms = 57 nm [48] ). We can observe that the structure with 500 nm thick CIGS absorber exhibits a reduced EQEopt already from  = 550 nm onwards, compared to the structure with 1800 nm thick absorber. This decrease is also reflected in Jsc, where the value of 33.04 mA/cm 2 is obtained for the structure with thick absorber and 28.31 mA/cm 2 for the structure with thin absorber (Jsc = 4.73 mA/cm 2 , i.e.
%).
Highly distinctive is also increased absorptance in the back contact (Mo+MoSe2) for the thin CIGS structure in the wavelength region 500 nm < λ < 1000 nm as more light is transmitted to the back contact. Comparison of the 1-R curves indicates a decrease (thus increase in R) at 900 nm <  < 1100 nm for the structure with thin absorber, indicating less overall absorption in the structure in this wavelength region. Observations related to A(Mo+MoSe2) indicate that in the thin structure one should reduce optical losses in the rear contact -i.e. introduction of a highly reflective BR is a need.
Additionally, in Figure 4 , we added EQEopt for the thin structure without considering the native CIGS roughness, showing only small differences to the EQEopt (observable in the wavelength region 500 < λ < 700 nm) and Jsc of the structure where the random native roughness was considered. Due to relatively small differences, this native texture was not considered in further simulations of thin devices.
Optical improvements related to highly reflective back contacts
Different metal-based BRs were employed in simulations. Introduction of alternative metal BRs involves also a thin passivation layer of Al2O3 material [11] [12] [13] [14] , serving as a passivation and as well as a metal diffusion barrier [28] . The results are presented for the following BRs: Cu, Al, Ag and Mo as a reference (this time also passivated with Al2O3 as all the others).
We firstly carried out simulations on flat standalone BR samples and compared the simulated reflectance curves to the measured ones. In Figure 5 To approach the optical situation in the CIGS structure, we simulated the reflectance of the BRs into the CIGS absorber (dashed lines in Figure 5 ). The reflectance of Mo into CIGS appears to be quite low, with values below 50 % over entire wavelength range and below 20 % for λ < 850 nm.
In practical cases a MoSe2 layer between Mo and CIGS is formed during CIGS deposition which reduces the reflection into CIGS by an additional 20-25%. Generally, reflection of a Mo (also MoSe2/Mo) BR into CIGS is much lower than into air due to changed Fresnel coefficients, considering refractive indices of the adjacent layers. When adding an Al2O3 layer to Mo, we expect the formation of MoSe2 layer is prevented, which results in higher R over the entire spectral range.
An interesting observation is also, that adding an Al2O3 layer increases the reflection into CIGS, for both Mo and Ag back reflectors, while the opposite trend (reduction of R) was observed for reflection into air. Finally, reflection of Al2O3/Ag into CIGS is high compared to reflection into air.
The BRs were included in simulations of the complete PV module structure. EQEopt and optical losses in the BRs (ABR) are presented in Figure 5 (b), while the corresponding Jsc values are plotted in Figure 5 (c). By using the alternative BRs, we can observe an increase in EQEopt for wavelengths over 550 nm. Small increase can already be observed for Mo with Al2O3 layer, while much larger increase is observable for other highly reflective metal BRs (see blue arrow in Figure 5(b) ). As an origin of increased EQEopt we can also notice highly reduced parasitic absorption in BR (see red arrow in Figure 5(b) ).
The trend observed in EQEopt in Figure 5 These results show that the highest Jsc achieved by using the Ag BR still exhibit lower Jsc than the one of the thick CIGS cell (33.04 mA/cm 2 ). Thus, additional light management is necessary to reach and possibly surpass the Jsc of the thick device.
Optical effects of internal textures
To improve the Jsc of the thin CIGS devices further, we investigate the potential of internal nano- In Figure 6 (a-c), we show simulated Jsc results corresponding to the three internal nano-texture types (sine-, u-and negative u-like) for the PV module structure with Al2O3/Ag BR and dCIGS = 500 nm. Exceptions are the top reference lines which correspond to the Jsc of the PV module with dCIGS = 1800 nm and MoSe2/Mo BR. The bottom reference lines represent an ideally flat PV module with dCIGS = 500 nm and Al2O3/Ag BR. Later on, we will show that the choice of a highly reflective BR is crucial to get high JSC improvements related to the internal textures. For the case of Al2O3/Ag BR effects of variations in P and h are shown for all three texture types in Figure 6 (a-c).
The results show that the highest gain is obtained for sine shaped texture, reaching the maximum Jsc of 34.75 mA/cm 2 at P = 800 nm and h = 300 nm. This value exceeds the Jsc of 1800 nm thick (33.04 mA/cm 2 ) reference CIGS PV-module. It has to be noted that Ps and hs have not been optimized further in smaller steps as presented in the plots. Comparing the EQEopt that corresponds to the flat CIGS structure (dCIGS = 500 nm) and the one corresponding to the sine-like texture in Figure 6 (d) we can observe that the main gain is obtained due to the enhanced CIGS absorption in the long-wavelength region. This is mainly due to light scattering at textured interfaces and consequently light trapping in the structure. A spike, that can be noticed in EQEopt at longer wavelengths, is a pronounced interference peak caused by resonance behavior of the specific combination of P, h, and layer thicknesses. Additionally, we also present total reflectance for flat and nano-textured BRs. Due to transfer of texture to the front of the cell, some antireflection effect occurs, resulting in reduced short-wavelength region reflection as well, whereas in the longwavelength region, the total reflectance is lower due to better trapping of light inside the device.
For selected P and h combinations (optima from Figure 6 (a-c)) we carried out a more detailed analysis of optical effects. In particular we de-coupled the effects of light trapping and the 
Improvements related to external textures
If external textures are applied, electrical properties of the layers in the solar cell structure remain intact: the internal interfaces remain flat and the external texture is applied after solar cell fabrication via LM foil on the top surface of the front glass in the analyzed concept. Textures with feature sizes of several micrometers, namely P = 9 m and different values of h (0-12 m), are considered in our analysis and CROWM simulator is used for simulations. Example for the applied three-sided pyramid external texture was shown in Figure 3 (b). Keeping the P constant, the h and consequently the AR of the texture was varied to optimize light management behavior of the LM foil for the thin CIGS device. In Figure 8 we present Jsc dependence on the AR (and h) of the presented LM foil textures for different BRs, the standard MoSe2/Mo, Al2O3/Mo and Al2O3/Ag.
The thickness of the absorber was again dCIGS = 500 nm, except for the thick reference cell. Results
show that similarly as with textured BR, highest Jsc are observable for Al2O3/Ag BR for all ARs. Simulation results reveal, that the structure with the cornercube texture and Al2O3/Ag BR increases the Jsc up to 34.23 mA/cm 2 , which is already more than the reference thick CIGS device and close
to the values obtained with textured BRs, as shown in Figure 7 . For the structures with MoSe2/Mo and Al2O3/Mo BR, Jsc is increased by adding the LM foil compared to the structure without the LM foil, but values remain below the 1800 nm thick CIGS structure. However, as can be seen in Figure 7 , weakly reflecting BRs behave better in combination with the LM foil as with internal textures. Moreover, the contribution of antireflection effect to the gain in Jsc is here much larger than in case of internal textures.
EQEopt and R of the structure with the LM foil (see Figure 6 (d)) indicate that LM foil improves the performance (higher EQEopt and lower R) over entire wavelength range as a consequence of broadband antireflection behavior and trapping effect for optimized AR, although the trapping of long-wavelength light is smaller as in case of optimized internal textures.
Conclusions
Using calibrated optical modelling, we first indicated optical losses in thin CIGS devices with 500 nm thick CIGS absorber. Comparison of simulated EQEopt for the PV module structure with a thick (dCIGS = 1800 nm) and thin (dCIGS = 500 nm) absorber reveals highly reduced absorption in case of the thin CIGS layer above  = 550 nm and enhanced optical losses at the poorly reflecting To further improve Jsc of the thin device and to approach optical performance of the thick one, the potential gain related to internal nano-texturing was studied by means of 3-D optical simulations.
Three different internal textures, including realistic layer growth and highly reflective Al2O3/Ag BR, were evaluated. All textures showed improvement in Jsc relative to flat structures, by increasing the absorption in CIGS at the long wavelengths, mainly due to light scattering and trapping. Highest improvements were achieved with a sine texture (P = 800 nm, h = 300 nm) 
